Is it right or is it wrong
During our regular boating activities we often times come across things that we know are just
not right, some things we know are right, and sometimes we see things that we are not sure of. I
thought that I would share a few of my latest observations. Let’s start with one that is clearly
wrong.

After the haul-out the boat is set and usually the hull is pressure washed. This one probably
needs more than just a pressure wash
I don’t care how much you think that you can save on bottom cleaning, haul-outs, and bottom
paint, but with this amount of growth I can’t imagine how this boat could even make way, either
under sail or under power. Deferred maintenance like this just isn’t right!
Since I’m picking on sailboats, I came across this one on the Mokelume River. Look closely and
you can see the boat has a full main and full jib, but no ripples in the water. He is stuck to the
bottom and when I came by the tide was still ebbing. He was likely to be in that spot for a while

Stuck to the bottom in an area locally known to be silted in
Surprisingly this area is marked on the charts as being shallow, so operator error here. This
isn’t right!
But even power boaters make mistakes. This skipper tied up to a wharf and apparently didn’t
check the river height or anticipate that the level was going to drop.

A motoryacht secured to a wharf before the river

There couldn’t have been much water the keel
when he tied to the wharf.

When I came by a few days later the boat had been towed (dragged) to the other side of the
river and anchored. Couldn’t tell if the vessel had sustained any damage, but it did seem to be
floating and no evidence of bilge pumps running. Another operator error and it’s just not right!

I have some friends that won’t even let a roll of duct tape near their boat, while others swear by
the stuff. I have heard it said that if something can’t be fixed with a roll of duct tape and a
hammer, then it is beyond repair.

Duct tape to make an eye in a fender whip, really

OK so duct tape does same job as a few feet of
expensive line for a lot less

This is one of the most extreme uses of duct tape that I have seen. With just a little bit of
ingenuity this yachtsman has saved perhaps several feet of line by not having to tie those
troublesome knots. I realize that the adhesive used in duct tape is pretty tenacious, but really.
With just a few extra feet of line you could tie a bowline, a round turn and a few half hitches, or
even an anchor bend and you would never have to worry about the tape falling apart and losing
a fender. In my book, this one isn’t right but he does get a few points for ingenuity.
When it comes to electricity some folks just don’t give 220 volts the respect it deserves.

I spotted this just walking down the docks at
a delta area marina. Fully exposed to the
weather, this just isnt safe

I saw this at the docks of one of the bay area
yacht brokers. This cord ran across the dock
where anyone walking could step on the cord

220 volts of AC can be deadly, yet I often see boat owners that don’t comprehend that electricity
in the marine environment can be dangerous. Now I like to get the full service life out of the
stuff that I purchase, but at some point you just got to know this is not right and downright
dangerous.
Let’s take a look at some knot tying examples of right and wrong. When I was on a client’s boat
recently I just couldn’t let this go. We were planning to take the boat out and I found this mess
at the stern.

How many lines can you tie to one cleat? And
how quickly can you untie these?

After I untangled this mess, it turned
out to be just one line

After just 30 seconds the line and
cleat look much cleaner and maybe
just a little easier to untie
I know it is a lot of extra work to
make your knots correctly and
flemish the bitter end of the line,
but it does look much nicer.
This is my example of easily
correcting something that isn’t
right.

Along the same lines, I spotted this example walking down a dock. Well it’s almost right. Does
this cleat hitch looks right to you?

Good attempt with the flemish but the cleat hitch just isnt quite right

Good effort; just practice that cleat hitch and you have it down.
How do you know when a line is at the end of its useful life? Well one good indicator is when
the outer braid on a double braid line is worn thru it might just be time to replace that line.

Lines do wear out. Especially ones that see a lot of loading and unloading. This one is ready to part

I spotted this line on a well kept million dollar yacht. This line could fail the next time any heavy
load is put on it and the boat would be loose in the slip. An oversight or sloppy yachtsmanship,
I’m not sure, but I think this is wrong
Then there is the classic let’s get the maximum amount of use from a part that is designed to be
replaced at regular intervals. Have you ever seen an impeller in this shape come out a diesel
engine?

A few hours beyond it usefull service life.
Where do you suppose all those rubber parts
got stuck?

A new impeller ready to be installed. This is
what they should look like

When compared to a new one, it becomes clear that this isn’t right
In case you are wondering, we found most of the pieces inside the heat exchanger after several
hours of disassembly.
Finally one that I’m not sure about.

A conveniently located wine rack shows the skipper has his priorities right

It does seem right to have your wine close by at all times, even if that means keeping the rack at
the helm station full of your favorites. Upon closer inspection I see that they are all white wines
however and not a fine Port in sight. And to further confuse the skippers thinking, the cigar
humidor was in the saloon; way to far away. I think we have an “A” for effort here, but he lost a
few points in the implementation.
Walk the docks at any marina and you will see some things are clearly wrong, some that you
may not be sure of, and you might even find a few ideas to solve a problem you are having. This
is our chance to learn a lesson or two and maybe even get a laugh.
Have some good photos and not sure if what you are looking at is right or wrong, send me an
email and some photos to patcarson@yachtsmanmagazine.com. I may include them in the next
edition of “Is it right or is it wrong”.

